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Hi there,

Thank you for your interest in the Yahoo! Answerholics Anonymous (YAA) group! Sorry
though, but you have received this notice from a moderator of the Yahoo! Answerholics
Anonymous because you have been denied access into the group. Don’t take it too harshly
though, but the reason you were probably denied was because your entry to join the group
was incomplete, or it did not adhere to the standards and rules laid down by the group
moderators.

Below are listed some of the reasons why you were denied from entering the group:
a) You were probably denied because you wished to join this group to ask or
answer questions. Just so you know - this group is not a Question or Answers
group. Period. This group is a group for Answerholics – in short, people who are
addicted to answering questions for a website called Yahoo! Answers (which can
be found at http://answers.yahoo.com) If you would like to answer questions or
receive answers to a question that you might have, head over to Yahoo! Answers
and get started! :)
b) The content in your form might not adhere to our standards and
regulations. We for one do not allow any new members with forms stating /
expressing their private info, or personal interests to join this group (especially if
your interests do not include Yahoo! Answers). Members of the public who solely
seek friendship, sexual solicitation are definitely denied access. Remember, this
is a group for Answerholics (again, people who are interested in Yahoo!
Answers), and if your interests include basketball, or making new friends – leave
that out for the moment, and try to explain more about your addiction / interest in
Yahoo! Answers. We are only interested in members who are interested in
Yahoo! Answers.
c) Your form is incomplete. We also do not allow members of the public who send
in their admission forms without explaining a proper reason they would want to
join the YAA. Forms that are rejected are as follows:
i. You write: asdihasifhsiahfi as the reason you want to join the YAA.
ii. Or, you write: Good, I want join – or – let me in.
Really. We would love to let you in – but if you don’t explain to us and let us know
how addicted or interested you really are in Yahoo! Answers – you do not qualify
to be in the group.
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So that aside, let’s look back at the stated guidelines to sending a proper admission ticket.

1. Click the button that says: "Join this group." Fill in your info and what-not.
2. Do include the keyword YAHOO! ANSWERS as this helps us distinguish those who
really understand what YA is from those who just want to get into the group to
answer and ask. Again, if you are looking forward to come in to ask and answer –
this is NOT the place. Go to http://answers.yahoo.com instead.
3. When you come to the point that you have to talk about yourself and why you want to
join the group, write about yourself in the BEST way possible. Please make your
reason for joining as complete as possible as we base admittance into the group
upon your comments. (NOTE: Any persons who don't type in English or those that
post sexual comments on the admission form won't be allowed into the group. This
group is for people interested in Yahoo Answers ONLY!)
4. Lastly, confess and say: "My name is ----, and I'm an Answerholic!"

So following the guidelines, you can start off by stating more about your Yahoo! Answers
experience in the ticket. This helps us distinguish your interest, and separates those who
intend on joining the group for other purposes. You can then either state your alias or level
on Yahoo! Answers – before finishing up with your real name / nickname (the one that we’ll
call you by) and saying: “I’m an Answerholic!”
Trust us, if we see that – we’ll immediately let you in. It’s the many entries of people who do
not have an interest in Yahoo! Answers or those who have other interests like sexual
solicitation or more that creates quite a bit of stir in our peaceful community (it’s also hard for
us moderators, modding the group). So if everyone plays nice and by the rules – it’ll not only
be easier for us, but easier for you too – we’ll let you right in. :D
So don’t let this letter get you down, feel free to reapply. :) Just remember, it’s those with the
interest in Yahoo! Answers we want – and if you feel that you’re an Answerholic, then join us!
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